Prosodic, syntactic and semantico-pragmatic parameters as clues for projection: the case of « il y a »
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Abstract
Prosody is involved in turn-taking (Local, 1992), together with syntax (Selting, 2005) and semantico-pragmatic parameters (Auer, 1996). A sequential analysis of a syntactic construction, taking into account these parameters, may reveal its conversational functionalities, its interactional pattern and maybe its grammaticization (Hayashi, 2004). In this contribution we choose to study the French « il y a » ‘there is’. We first study the so-called ya-cleft construction (Lambrecht, 1988), in which « il y a » can be involved, and then we will discuss the notion of projection (Goodwin, 2002).

Il y a X ‘There’s X’ (Jeanjean, 1979, Blanche-Benveniste, 1990) has been studied under various frameworks: semantic (Léard, 1992; Furukawa, 1996), informational (Lambrecht, 1988), macro-syntactic (Cappeau & al., 2001 ; Lagae & al. 2005). Within an interactional linguistics’ framework, inspired by Sacks & al. (1974), and taking into account previous studies about French prosody (Simon et al., 2004) and the various types of prosodic contour (Lacheret-Dujour, 2003), we study the ya-cleft construction’ to observe how prosody locally and sequentially signals, with syntax and semantico-pragmatic parameters, in which configuration il y a is involved.

1. The ya-cleft construction: a compound TCU?
According to Lambrecht (1988), ya-cleft construction is a bi-clausal construction (il y a X qui Y ‘There’s X who/that Y’) that allows one to respect the pragmatic constraint according to which one cannot, within one clause, both introduce a referent and predicate something about it (Lambrecht, 1988). Instead it allows introducing a non

---

1 The ya-cleft construction is a presentational cleft in which « il y a », which is often pronounced yu [ja], is involved.
identifiable brand-new referent X in *il y a X* and then to promote it as a topic in the *qui*-phrase (*qui Y* ‘who/that Y’), in one proposition.

We will discuss *ya*-cleft as a compound TCU, similar to *if X then Y* (Lerner, 1991)\(^2\), in which the *preliminary component* of the pattern, *if X*, projects the following part, *then Y*, the *final component*, and doing so, invokes recipient to delay his turn-taking\(^3\).

### 1.1. The *ya*-cleft construction pattern

In ex. 1\(^4\), speaker B reacts to a question about stereotypes of French-speaking Swiss about German-speaking Swiss with a *pre-pre* (Schegloff, 1980), l.2332 (*je peux vous répondre par une anecdote* ‘can I answer you with an anecdote’). Then from l.2336 to l.2343, B relates a discussion with students about a school exchange, the context of the story he will tell. Then a *ya*-cleft construction is produced at this point (l.2345) with a pattern recurrently observed in our data: connector(s) (*et puis ‘and then’*), *il y a X* (*il y a une élève* ‘There’s a pupil’) and, l.2346, a pause (0.8) and a *qui*-phrase. Furthermore, in our data, *qui* is marked by hesitations, a lengthening or repetitions.

The *il y a une élève* ‘there’s a pupil’, in this sequential context, projects something to be said about the pupil, delaying an eventual recipient’s uptake, and thereby allowing the speaker to pause or hesitate without losing her turn (see the pause l.2345).

---

\(^2\) Our purpose here is not to say that this similarity is semantico-pragmatic but rather that it is a similarity of format, which is bi-clausal in the both cases.

\(^3\) The preliminary component only projects the format of the final component its potential location, but not its production, because « the preliminary component allows for the production of additional yet nonfinal components » (Lerner, 1991, 444).

\(^4\) Data analyzed here are parts of a corpus developed in a research project at the University of Neuchâtel, named « Topic and focus constructions as resources for interaction. A grammar-in-interaction account », funded by the Swiss Research National (subsidy no. PP001-68685), which studies syntactic constructions in interaction.
This pause can be filled by a continuer (Schegloff, 1982) or an acknowledgement token (Jefferson, 1983) from the recipient. It is what we can see in the example 2 (l.869-870).

In example 2, we observe the same pattern (l.865), with a connector anchoring *il y a X* in the discourse - here it is *là là* 'here here'\(^5\) - the
introduction of the referent le mythe du perfectionnisme ‘the myth of perfectionism’ after il y a, followed by interlocutors’ continuers (II.869-870) and the qui ‘who’, of the qui-phrase (I.868), qui conduit la plume de bloomfield ‘which led the pen of bloomfield’, which is repeated. The only difference here is the production of continuers (II.869-870).

(2) Example 2

This pattern looks like the pattern of news announcement (Button & al., 1984), and the pattern described by Ochs & al. (1979, 254), in which a speaker introduces a referent, waits for a signal from the recipient that he has understood and accepts it, and then adds information about it. In this sense, this pattern allows negotiation on turn-taking and on the topic of the discourse.

Repetitions, like those of il y a (I.865) and of qui (I.868), can be used to avoid overlaps (Schegloff, 1987) or to delay the pursuit of the turn
until the recipient pays attention to the speaker (Goodwin, 1980). Thus, like the pause and the continuers, these repetitions may reveal the interactional roots of il y a X qui Y pattern.

Furthermore, we observe a recurrent prosodic contour of this pattern (cf. fig.1 & 2), a pitch accent (a static or a glissando, dynamic or not, Lacheret-Dujour, 2003, 42) at the end of X. In ex.1, 1.2345, we observe a dynamic glissando on the [e] and the [e] of élève (fig.1) and, ex.2, 1.865, on the second [i] of perfectionnisme (fig.2). Then, we observe a reinitialization on the qui of the next qui-phrase (fig.2). Like pointing (Simon et al., 2004, 91), this accent could designate the referent to be proposed as a topic and submitted to the recipient’s acceptation. Thus it signals that something more will be said about this referent.

Example 2 is part of a debate about two definitions of bilingualism between several speakers, in which R, 1.865, produces il y a le mythe du perfectionnisme ‘there’s the myth of perfectionism’ which seems to summarize the preceding debate and adds a comment about the definition of Bloomfield (ll.865-867). As a pivotal utterance (Jefferson, 1984), it permits avoiding preference of producing a second pair part to the first pair part initiated by the question of speaker Q, about the definition offered by Grosjean (l.859-861).

(1) Figure 1: Prosogram of example 1 (line 2346)

---

6 The prosodic analysis in this article have been synchronized phoneme by phoneme with the help of an aligner on PRAAT (http://latlcui.unige.ch/phonetique/) and then analyzed with the prosograph (Mertens, 2004) which offers a simulation of the human perception. We only use prosograms as an objectification of our own perceptual analysis which remains to our view, the only relevant one.

7 The glissando level chosen by Mertens (2004) as the most relevant is G = 0.32/T². When our perception was different from the prosogram, we used a different glissando level (G = 0.16/T²), the standard threshold determined in laboratory which sometimes overestimates average listeners’ perception (cf. Mertens, 2004).
Thus, if we do not deny the fact that *ya*-cleft permits promoting a non-identifiable referent to topic status (Lambrecht, 1988), we think that it rather « designates a mental space in which a conceptual entity is to be located » (Lakoff, 1987, 542)\(^8\) in a dispreferred sequential position an unexpected referent or event, or presented as such, (cf. the event\(^9\) *il y a une élève qui me dit* ‘there’s a pupil who tells me’, ex.1, l.2345).

In this part we described a prosodic and interactional pattern of *ya*-cleft construction (fig.3), in which prosody and semantico-pragmatic parameters project more to come and open a space for negotiation between interactants about topics.

(3) Figure 3: pattern of *ya*-cleft construction

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{phase 1} & \rightarrow \text{connector} & \text{phase 2} & \rightarrow \text{repetitions of} \ y a \ \text{phase 3} & \rightarrow \text{refract} \ X \ \text{phrase} \ (\text{ascendant}) \ \text{phrase} \\
\text{phase 4} & \rightarrow \text{refract} \ \text{phase} & \rightarrow \text{relative pronoun} \ (\text{rejections of relative pronoun}) \ + \ \text{phrase}
\end{align*}
\]

\(^8\) « A mental space is, however, not a location; it is a medium in which there are many locations. » (Lakoff, 1987, 542)

\(^9\) We will not discuss here the event-reporting *ya*-cleft (Lambrecht, 1988), but it seems that interactional and prosodic patterns described here could be clues to make this distinction.
1.2. Parenthesis

As discussed in Lerner (1991) with if X then Y, parenthesis can be included in the course of a ya-cleft construction.

Example (3) is about language learning in immersion. N takes the floor on line 1005, and produces the connector alors que 'while'. Then il y a is followed by surtout du côté des romands 'especially among the French-speaking Swiss', which do not constitute an X but an insert. According to Duvalon & al. (2005, 53), inserts and parentheses « tend to be placed in slots where the syntactic and semantic incompleteness of the utterance is readily evident ». Thus il y a is followed by a first site of projection that we will not discuss here.10

(3)  Example 3

This insert is followed by a pause (1s) and, l.1012, by beaucoup d'étudiants 'a lot of students'. Once again, we observe a lengthening, an ascending dynamic glissando on the last syllable on the [ã] of étudiants 'students' (fig.4) and a pause. Then, a second insert which we will focus on, is added si déjà ils choisissent l'immersion 'if they choose immersion'. Finally the qui-phrase is produced l.1013.

10 In some contexts, il y a is not followed by a X: si on voit hein .. qu'est-ce qu'il y a/ 'whether we see .. what there is/'. In this case the syntactic (and prosodic) context is different from the one of the pattern discussed here.
Following Duvallon & al. (2005, 53), the localization of this parenthesis at this place is a strong argument to consider the pattern described as a compound TCU. Another argument would be the possibility of a collaborative production of this pattern (Lerner, 1991), and this is what we will see in the next section.

(4) Figure (4) : Prosogram of the example 3

1.3. Additional final component and collaborative production

Example 4 is part of a discussion about the localization of language in the brain. Speaker Q addresses a question to J between lines 358 and 365. At l.366, J evokes *trucs* 'things' in our memory and, at l.367, things we cannot remember. After the connector *pis* ‘then’, J introduces the referent *des trucs* ‘some things’. As this phrase is underspecified, “semantically light” (Hayashi, 2004, 1348), a specification is expected and is provided by the restrictive relative clause *qu'on sait pas* 'which we don’t know' which participates in the shaping of reference. There’s no pause between *trucs* and *qu'on sait pas*, and thus no space for a recipient’s continuer.
Even if we once again observe an increase of the frequency of 4 semitones between the [e] of *des* and the [y] of *trucs* (fig.5), the following phrase *qu'on sait pas* 'which we do not know' remains entirely static at the same F0 that the [y] of *trucs*. After *pas* 'not' (l.367), there is a 4 semitones decrease of F0, e.g. a reinitialization on the connector *mais* 'but' (l.367) at the beginning of the next *qui*-phrase, *mais qui sont quand même dans notre mémoire* 'but which are anyway in our memory'. Thus, prosody is involved in shaping the topic and signalling what is submitted to the negotiation with the recipient, which is here *des trucs qu'on sait pas* 'things we don’t know' rather than *des trucs* 'things'\textsuperscript{11}.

The addition of several *qui*-phrases, organized prosodically and one of which produced by the recipient, illustrates the format of the unit projected. Indeed, on l.370, Q produces an early start of her turn (Schegloff, 1987) in overlap and adds another additional final component, *qu'on sait- qu'on peut pas rappeler* 'which we know- which we cannot remember', which initiates the closure of the sequence, reformulating what has been said by L.

\textsuperscript{11} Like in foot-note 8, a sequential and prosodic analysis seems to provide cues to distinguish restrictive relative clauses from *qui*-phrases containing predications.
Thus ya-cleft constitutes a compound TCU illustrating how prosody (Local, 1992) and syntax (Selting, 2005), together with semantic-pragmatic parameters (Auer, 1996), signal a projection of the pursuit of the turn to recipient(s).

2. il y a X pattern: syntax, prosody and semantico-pragmatic parameters’ involvement in projection

In addition to ya-clefts, il y a is involved in various other constructions, more or less grammaticized, that we will not discuss here. There range from the configurations in which the qui ‘who/that’ of the qui-phrase is substituted by the dummy pronoun il ‘he/it’ (Cappéau & al., 2001; Lagae & al., 2005) to the ones projecting a whole segment of discourse rather than a single clause in which X is
specified by a pseudo-cleft or a colon effect (Declerck, 1988), or is presented as a kind of title, which Dik (1997) would call a topic. Following Hayashi (2004, 1365), we think that the «turn-constructional practices designed for projection (...) might be grammaticized, to a varying degree into grammatical construction», thus projection can explain some constructions.

Though, il y a X has sometimes no continuation (which is also the case for if X, Lerner, 1991, 443) (ex. 6).

(6) Example 6

1298 G mais en tant que prof d’italien, j’utilisais pas correct (l.10) but as a teacher of Italian, I’ve not corrected (l.10)
1299 donc on f’aurait une date
takes it as one of that
1300 L [(rêve)] ... y a des priorités
[Dream] ... there are priorities
1301 G alors on::] ah y a une accept,
accept when I accept it here
1302 L L y a des priorités ici
there are priorities here
1303 Q [who who]
1304 G [who who took a break]
[who ... indeed]
1305 [L.6]
1306 ((noise of papers))
1307 Q (noise) par rapport à ça on te voulait rédiger definitions about that if I submit you must ... definitions

This example is taken from a debate between language teachers about tolerating mistakes. In l.1298, G deals with a workshop in which she has tolerated many mistakes. In l.1300, L produces an acknowledgement of G’s turn, with voilà ‘indeed’ and adds y a des priorités ‘there are priorities’ in overlap with G’s turn. She repeats it l.1302, at the end of G’s turn, followed by là once again (cf. foot-note 3). In these cases, L does not present this referent as a first topic for further talk, but rather comments on G’s turn in order to close the sequence of conversation. In this context, il y a des priorités does not create a semantico-pragmatic expectation as to some type of follow-up. Thus the floor is finally free and Q takes it (l.1307) to begin a new sequence. The same type of lack of projection occur when semantics of referents bear a predication (il y a un bombardement, ‘there’s a bombing’, Léard, 1992), when the predication is implicated in the shared knowledge (il y a un frelon (qui peut te piquer) ‘there’s a hornet [that could sting you]’ Charolles, 2002, 156) or in the discourse (y’a Beth qui veut y’aller, euh y’a y’a Jean-marc, y’a moi, bon ‘there’s Beth who wants to go, euh there’s there’s Jean-Marc, there’s me, well’, Lambrecht, 1988, 154).
Furthermore, *priorités* (L.1302) bears, on its antepenultimate syllable, a dynamic falling glissando, until the infra-grave level, signalling the closing of G’s turn (fig. 7)\(^{12}\).

(7) Figure 7: Prosogram of the example 6

Thus, prosodic and semantico-pragmatic parameters signal whether or not more discourse will follow *il y a X*. Furthermore, this underlines, in the case of *il y a*, the weakness of syntax as a cue to signal projection, because *il y a X* can have continuation or not.

3. Conclusion

Prosody is thus an interactional resource signalling whether or not more discourse will be produced and pointing out which stretch of speech is being submitted to recipient's acceptance. As a cue for projection (Goodwin, 2002), prosody has to be studied sequentially (Local, 1992), locally and jointly with syntax, and semantico-pragmatic parameters (Auer, 1996; Selting, 2005). In the case of *il y a*, these parameters, associated within the pattern described, signal whether or not more has to be said about the referent localized in the discourse. It allows keeping the floor and cuing which part of discourse is submitted to negotiation with recipients, which the syntactic structure

\(^{12}\) Prosody only signals end of a turn in which the last TCU is initiated by *il y a*, and not the end of each TCU initiated by *il y a* (cf. the first *il y a des trucs*, ex. 4 l.367, which ends a TCU but not the turn of the speaker, and then does not bear an ending accent).
il y a in itself, only localizing a referent in a mental space, would not be able do without prosody. Thus projection may explain the various syntactic configurations in which il y a is involved (Hayashi, 2004).

Transcription Conventions

( ) overline
( . ) audible aspiration (breathing)
( : ) elongation of the preceding sound
( / ) audible decreasing prosodic contour
( \ ) audible increasing prosodic contour
( . . . ) micro-pause (less than 0.2)
( 0. ) duration of a silent pause
( < > ) inaudible segment
( ? ) cut-off or self-correction
( . ) stress or emphasis

() () higher voice
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